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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The present document constitutes Deliverable D1.2 “Design specifications for stochastic wind 
farm control including optimal O&M” in the framework of the Project titled “O&M tools integrating 
accurate structural health in offshore energy” (Project Acronym: WATEREYE; Grant Agreement 
No 851207).  

The main objective of this deliverable is to specify the integration of the wind farm (WF) control 
and operation and maintenance (O&M) into the WATEREYE solution and to plan the research 
activities in WP4 "Wind farm control and management tools". This includes defining interfaces with 
other modules and establishing a common understanding of the background and realistic research 
goals.  

The most important interfaces of the WF control and O&M modules exist with the WT control and 
decision support system. Both are developed in WP3 and outlined in the Deliverable D1.5. The 
present deliverable focuses on the plant-wide control and O&M, relevant turbine-based systems 
are outlined. Apart from that, Deliverable D1.5 is referenced for more information where applicable. 

The state-of-the-art of WF control and O&M planning in the industrial practice and research is 
presented motivating the planned activities in the WATEREYE project. Two European H2020 
projects are introduced which provide particularly relevant groundwork that can be utilized in 
WATEREYE. 

The interfaces between the WF control and other modules are defined, and the main functionality 
of each of these modules is outlined. This includes assumptions to link the WATEREYE sensing 
solution to the WF control and O&M. A central link is a measure that describes the relation between 
turbine loading and the degradation process or failure probability. Moreover, the inputs needed 
and the outputs provided by the modules are described. 

The baseline control and O&M architecture are defined based on the current industrial practice. 
These will be used as comparison to the WATEREYE results. Due to the low TRL, computer 
simulations to test WF control and O&M strategies are most feasible. The targeted simulation 
framework is introduced, i.e. the choice of using OpenFAST for turbine dynamics and FAST.Farm 
for simulations of entire wind farms is reasoned. Simulations will be performed using the 
TotalControl reference wind power plant with 32 wind turbines in a staggered layout. Following 
common practice in the research community on wind farm control, a wind turbine model with 
publicly available specifications will be used to ensure the comparability with other research. 
WATEREYE deals with offshore wind turbines. Therefore, the DTU/IEA 10 MW offshore wind 
turbine is selected. Relevant key performance indicators are defined to evaluate the performance 
of wind farm control and O&M strategies against the state of the art. 

Two basic scenarios are sketched to evaluate the effectiveness of the controller and maintenance 
planning. For WF control, it is normal operation and operation during a storm. The wind conditions 
will be defined according to the standard IEC 61400-1. For WF O&M, it is a common inspection 
campaign and an inspection campaign after a storm. These overall scenarios will be detailed as 
when the WF control strategies are developed in WP4. Scenario simulations may also be used to 
choose among different relevant control strategies. 
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On a high level, one can say that the baseline WF controller does not consider the fatigue of WTs. 
Instead, the power references of the WTs are defined based on a static factor or the available 
power at each WT. Wake effects between turbines increase the loading of downstream WTs due 
to increased turbulence intensity.  These are not considered either by the baseline systems. 

One of the objectives of the control strategies developed in WP4 is to mitigate the fatigue effect 
of loading. Conceptually, the WF control in Task 4.2 will reduce loads. First, it will consider wake 
dynamics between the WTs. Second, when the demanded power is lower than the available WF 
power, the loads will be distributed considering the fatigue status of individual WTs. WTs with a 
higher accumulated fatigue will be derated to extend their lifetime by load reduction. On the other 
hand, if an O&M campaign is planned soon at WTs with already higher accumulated fatigue, it 
could be preferred to consume the RUL of these WTs faster during extreme conditions. The co-
optimization of WF control and O&M in Task 4.3 will support decisions like this. To account for the 
uncertainties that are present when operating a WF, probabilistic modelling will be applied to 
determine optimal decisions. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Wind turbines are equipped with their own individual controllers. Conventional wind turbine 
controllers aim to maximize the generated power while reducing dynamic loads. However, a wind 
farm is a complex system supplying significant amounts of power to the grid, and not merely a 
collection of independently controlled turbines. Wake interactions between turbines affect the total 
generated power in the wind farm, such that individually maximizing the power at each turbine 
does not usually lead to the maximum power possible on the wind farm scale. 

In summary, the main objectives of wind farm control are as follows: (i) to maximize the power 
production of the wind farm; (ii) to meet the requested reference for the total active power; (iii) to 
reduce structural loads in the turbines; (iv) to handle faults within individual turbines; and (v) to 
provide ancillary services to the electrical grid1,2. Some of these objectives are partly conflicting 
and cannot be achieved at the same time. For instance, an active power reserve that benefits the 
grid stability may require that the wind farm produces less power than the maximum possible1. 
Further constraints on the power production are imposed by faulty turbine components and 
maintenance activities. 

Offshore installations are subject to corrosion to a higher degree than their onshore counterparts. 
Corrosion and fatigue are even the main causes for deterioration of offshore wind structures3. 
Although current wind turbine structures are designed to withstand the environmental effects 
during their entire operational lifetime of approximately 25 years, many conditions can initiate 
corrosion earlier than expected. Particularly in offshore environments, long-term exposure to 
humidity with high salinity, intensive UV light, wave action and bird droppings are examples of 
such conditions3. Operation and maintenance (O&M) for offshore wind farms is more expensive 
than for onshore wind farms due to the remote location. Moreover, offshore wind farms are 
exposed to harsh wind and wave conditions and extreme weather phenomena, reducing the 
potential times when wind turbines can be accessed.  

Entering even more remote locations with deeper waters, the turbine support structures will have 
to withstand even harsher environmental conditions. The European H2020 project Lifes50+ 
investigated alternative design strategies for turbine substructures to extend the lifetime of 
offshore wind turbines.  

Following a different approach, WATEREYE will integrate structural health monitoring (SHM) in 
wind farm control (WFC) algorithms and adapt the O&M and control strategies to extend the 
lifetime of WTs. Remote monitoring is a feasible way to detect abnormalities early and to reduce 
the number and length of manned inspection. The degradation level of offshore wind turbines due 
to corrosion has not yet been considered in the context of wind farm control.  

The key challenges on the way towards a successful system for control and O&M of wind farms 
considering corrosion at wind turbines support structures include: 

• An accurate, yet computationally efficient model of the wind farm and its dynamics relevant 
for control actions on wind turbine and farm level. 
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• The uncertainties related to the farm flow model, the current turbine status assessed by 
the SHM, and future operation influenced by operational requests and environmental 
factors (wind and wave actions). 

• Cost-efficient planning of offshore maintenance considering the uncertainties related to 
SHM and weather forecasts. 

• Corrosion effects on the remaining fatigue life of offshore WT support structures is still an 
open topic of research4. By including corrosion data and failure probabilistic models to 
WFC, another source of uncertainty is added to the control problem. 
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2 STATE-OF-THE-ART WIND FARM CONTROL 

2.1 Wind farm control in industry 
Historically, wind farm operation has mainly focused on the control of single wind turbines5. The 
traditional control aimed to produce the maximum rate power of the turbine and reduce cost 
associated to structural loads on the mechanical components.  

The recent increase in size and power of WTs and WFs (especially offshore) implies the need to 
develop new solutions that reduce the higher costs derived from the increasing dimensions of 
WTs, the extension of farms and the difficult access to these facilities for maintenance operations. 

Thereby wind farm control has become a matter of common interest in the industry. The 
development of wind farm control aims to increase power production and reduce structural loads 
in wind turbines resulting in a reduction of LCoE. This study field is in an early process of 
development but there are several farms implementing this technology (i.e. the Danish offshore 
wind farms Horns Rev and Nysted). 

Currently, onshore operation centres monitor the state of WTs in offshore WFs remotely. 
Operational support activities are carried out 24/7, 365 days a year, in order to respond quickly to 
unexpected faults and to monitor the weather. 

The onshore control centre provides access via SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data 
Acquisition) and other systems to detailed real-time and historical data of WTs, offshore 
substations, met stations (located on top of WTs) as well as information about the availability of 
offshore crew and vessels. This is the database for operation managers to schedule O&M 
activities and to solve possible breakdowns. Hence, only periodical manned inspections or 
emergency repairs are needed. 

The concept of wind farm has changed in the last years. Nowadays we consider wind farms a 
closed entity made of single autonomous parts (turbines, controllers, grid, etc.) that work in a 
synchronized way to optimize the performance of the whole farm through WF control. 

Wind farm control has three principal objectives: 

• Increase power production complying with grid system requirements. 

• Reduce structural loads, avoiding failures. 

• Extend wind turbine life. 

2.1.1 Wake effects reduction  

The extraction of energy from the wind changes the wind field behind the rotor of the wind turbine. 
Compared with the inflow conditions, the wind field behind the rotor includes the following 
characteristics5: 

• Velocity deficit 
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• Pressure differential 

• Expanded area 

• Rotation of the wake field 

• Increased turbulence 

All these factors reduce the stability and reliability of the system, likewise affecting the stream 
received by the following turbines, which means that the wake effect is more significant for closely 
spaced WTs. 

Wind farm owners aim to cancel this wake effect increasing the distance between wind turbines, 
but the main goal is to produce the maximum energy from the minimal resources. That means to 
minimize the area in which they are located since it can bring a significant cost reduction in 
materials (e.g. export cables), installation and O&M (e.g. lower time-consuming activities, reducing 
downtimes, use of vessels, etc.). As general design rule, wind turbines are usually spacing 7 times 
rotor diameter. 

The wake deficit means that downstream turbines will receive a lower wind speed causing a 
reduction of power and more turbulence, giving as result higher mechanical loads. Figure 1 shows 
this effect in a simulation made with WasP. The red zones represent the losses caused by the 
wake. This is due to overlap between wind turbines located downstream.  
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Figure 1. WaSP. Wind farm simulation. Red colour indicates wake losses 

Overall annual energy loss in a large wind farm depends on many factors (metocean conditions, 
turbine power, etc.) but this effect is estimated to account for 10% or more. During wind farm 
design phase, wake effect is taken into account in order to have the optimal layout considering 
the average wind speed and wind direction. However, thanks to the pitch and yaw control it is 
possible to modify blades and rotor position to optimize wakes effects with a high accuracy.  

Wake control 

The concept aimed is that the wind farm controller lacks the optimum performance for the wind 
farm as a whole. In absence of wind farm control, wind turbines control is designed to reach their 
optimum point of production without taking into account the other turbines. Wind farm control 
supposes that the performance of some turbines is sacrificed to get an overall better result 
according to fixed objectives. 

There are different ways to address the objectives. Table 1 summarizes three approaches7: 

Table 1. Principal wind farm control approaches according to E. Bossanyi, Wind farm control, 
White paper, DNV GL, 20186 

CONTROL TYPE 
CONTROL ACTION 

(DEPENDING ON WIND 
CONDITIONS) 

OBJECTIVE EFFECT ON 
CONTROLLED TURBINE OVERALL EFFECT 
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Traditional sector 
management 

Switch off home 
turbines 

Avoid wake 
effects on closely-
spaced turbines 

Complete loss of 
production, low loads 

Reduced loads, 
significant loss of 

production 

Induction control 
Reduce power of some 

turbines 

Reduce thrust to 
weaken wake 

effects on 
downstream 

turbines 

Reduced output, reduced 
loading 

Reduce loads, net 
overall production 

may increase 

Wake steering 
Deliberate yaw 

misalignment of some 
turbines 

Deflect wakes 
away from 

downstream 
turbines 

Reduced output, some 
loads increased 

Reduced loads on 
downstream 
turbines, net 

overall production 
may increase 

 

Traditional sector management  

It is the simplest kind of control used, which consists of switching off the most affected turbines by 
wake effects. This control has like result the complete loss of the production in the turbine that has 
been turned off. This solution is away from the efficiency that wants to be reached. Hence, new 
proposals try to achieve the best combination of energy production. 

Induction Control 

Induction control strategy proposes to reduce power of some turbines, specifically operations of 
upstream turbine to reduce the thrust force. This will increase the performance of downstream 
turbines compensating for the losses produced by the power reduction induced in the upstream 
turbines, resulting in a total gain of efficiency.  

The rotor thrust is principally reduced by varying the pitch angle while maintaining the rotor speed. 
The concept of ‘delta control’ is widely used.  

Wake steering  

Wake steering aims to control power production by misaligning the wind turbine orientation and 
the wind flow direction. This will cause a deviation of the wake thereby wake effects will affect less 
to downstream turbines. The principle obstacle in this case is the complexity of the modelling and 
how to determine which the optimal yaw position is. 

It is a good assumption to think that a better solution would be the combination of both (Induction 
Control and Wake steering strategies).  

The control strategies explained above can be carried out through the following methods, also 
deployed according to E. Bossanyi's7 proposed classification: 

Open-loop control 

The common open-loop control strategy uses a database with set-points for all turbines under 
various wind conditions (wind speed, wind direction and turbulence intensity). During operation, 
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this database will be used to interpolate real data obtained from the met mast or directly from the 
SCADA data. This method is called quasi-static since each turbine set-point has been previously 
calculated for a specific wind condition. It can be used in the case of Induction Control and Wake 
steering or even the combination of both. 

Dynamic closed-loop feedback control 

Dynamic closed-loop control consists of a real system tracking of wakes to use these data to 
adjust individual set-points. This method is more accurate with all stability and accuracy that the 
closed loop gives to the system. 

Machine learning 

Machine learning is the method of data analysis that can be used in wind control in order to give 
the most accurate respond. The application of Machine Learning methods coupled with signal 
data coming from SCADA system is the newest proposal to ensure early detection of faults. 

Wind farm owners aim at optimizing the balance between operational expenditure and turbine 
yield. By scheduling downtime during the summer months because of low wind speed and suitable 
weather windows, owners can secure high availability during the winter months when wind speeds 
and energy outputs are typically higher. Contractual arrangements, which award energy 
production or ensuring a certain level of availability, are increasingly common. 

2.1.2 Extended wind turbine life 

At this moment, 90’s wind farms are approaching their end-of-life performance; wind farm owners 
are concerned about their possibilities to continue operating without repowering or dismantling 
their WFs, and to enhance their profits for a certain time. Wind turbine manufactures are 
developing a new control concepts whose purpose is to expand the useful lifetime of the wind 
farms. DNVGL-ST-0262 is the standard developed by DNV that provides the guidance for 
extending WT useful life. 

2.2 Wind farm control in academic research 

2.2.1 Wind farm control 

In the last decade, Wind Farm Control (WFC) research focused on three main objectives: 1) 
integration of wind energy with the electricity grid, 2) maximization of the energy production, 3) 
minimizing the fatigue loading on Wind Turbines (WTs) in the farm7,8. The researches cover a 
broad area, including the control-oriented modelling, control algorithms and related software 
structure optimization. One of the goals of the wind farm controller is to control centrally the active 
and reactive power injected by the whole wind farm into the grid, which provides the possibility to 
participate actively in the control tasks on the grid for the wind farms in the same way as the 
conventional power plants do9. The active power control functions include balance control, delta 
control, power gradient limiter, automatic frequency control. The reactive power control functions 
are reactive power control, automatic voltage control. Most modes of WF operation need the WF 
to be able to follow an active power set-point. There is also a need for control of reactive power, 
but this can be performed using only the power electronic part of the WT and is, to a large extent, 
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uncoupled from the active power control7. Active power control has received increasing attention 
but may be challenging due to the changing atmospheric conditions and the large-scale 
interactions between turbines through their wakes8. 

Another objective of the wind farm controller is maximizing the energy production. For the given 
objective of the WF, the WF controller needs to generate individual objective, which is the power 
dispatching. The most common and old power dispatching algorithm is proportional dispatch9 
where power is assigned to each WT proportionally to its available power with respect to total 
available power. Anyway, wake interactions in a WF will reduce the available power at 
downstream WTs if upstream WTs are operated in an individual, greedy way. To limit this effect, 
upstream WTs are derated by using Induction Factor Control (IFC)10,11,12, thus leading to a higher 
total WF produced power as downstream turbines are capable of extracting more power than the 
upstream WTs power reduction. IFC can be implemented both in a model-based and a model-
free way. In order to implement a model-based IFC, a control-oriented quasi Linear Parameter 
Varying (LPV) descriptor model is derived using the two-dimensional (2D) Navier-Stokes 
equations. This is obtained by employing spatial discretization of the momentum and mass 
conservation equations over a staggered grid with the corresponding boundary conditions10. Then 
the model is extended to an adjoint-based model predictive controller method to minimize wake-
induced power losses. Here, the wind turbine axial induction factors are considered as the control 
inputs to influence the overall performance by taking wake interactions of wind turbines into 
account12. The first suggested model-free method was a game theoretic approach that optimizes 
the power production considering the aerodynamic interaction between turbines under fixed 
exogenous wind conditions and steady-state conditions11. 

While power control objectives have higher priority and/or are the only ones considered at WT or 
WF level, a secondary objective is mechanical load minimization on WTs7, in order to minimize 
fatigue and extend as much as possible the WTs and WF service life. Under the most common 
situation where the WF is following a set-point below the available wind power, the WF controller 
is free to dispatch the active power among the WTs, which introduces freedom to reduce losses 
on the components of the WTs in WF system and to minimize the fatigue loads for the WTs in the 
WF13. 

At WT level, Individual Pitch Control (IPC) has the potential for very significant load reduction, 
relying both on Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control design techniques or classical PI-based 
controller design14. An IPC method, which consists of an optimal multivariable LQG controller and 
a feedforward disturbance rejection controller based on estimated wind speed signals, can 
achieve blade fatigue loading reduction in both 1P and 3P harmonics, where 1P refers to one time 
the WT rotation period, and 3P three times that15. An advanced method such as Subspace 
Predictive Repetitive Controller (SPRC) can be adopted in IPC to suppress the dominant periodic 
loads in the turbine and limit the actuator stress against the variations or variability in the dynamics 
of the wind turbine system, thus reducing dynamic loads at frequencies that are multiples of the 
rotor frequencies16.  

At WF level, wake interaction from upstream to downstream turbines will induce extra dynamic 
loads due to turbulence 17 . Several papers devised optimization methods, based on offline 
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computed Look Up Tables13,18, standard Quadratic Programming problem19 and particle swarms20, 
to compute in real time a power dispatch solution and individual WT control actions that minimize 
dynamic loads due to wake interactions. There is also initial research on using yaw control to steer 
the wake symmetrically on top of a downstream rotor to avoid situations of partial wake-rotor 
overlap8 21. However, more research is needed on the accuracy of wake steering and the effects 
of operational strategies on the loads of downstream turbines8 22. 

Besides, the fatigue load reduction is also an important part in mechanical load reduction. Here, 
the rainflow cycle counting (RFC)23 and Damage Equivalent Loading Index24 based methods are 
mainly explored. The RFC method is now generally regarded as the best method to estimate the 
‘fatigue life’23.  However, it is not possible to directly formulate an optimal control problem based 
on RFC. Instead, it is a potential to define the cost functions to consider the proxy quantities, such 
as the variations of dynamical loads (low-speed shaft torque and fore-aft tower thrust force. For 
verification, either rainflow counts or the Damage Equivalent Loading index24 can be computed a-
posteriori. 

One of the key interests of WATEREYE is the problem of reducing fatigue loading at a specific 
critical section of the tower, such as the splash-zone. However, most research focuses on the 
fatigue in the blades of single wind turbines, e.g. 24. If wind farm control includes load reduction as 
secondary objective, the focus is often on the loads at the tower bottom by means of the tower 
bending moment, e.g. 25. There is still a lack of publications considering loads at specific tower 
sections of turbines in a wind farm. 

Uncertainties related to the wind source inspired a few non-deterministic control strategies for 
wind farms. Robust model-based optimization methods addressed the stochasticity of the wind 
speed26,27, wind direction28, yaw misalignment error as Gaussian distribution29 and statistical 
wake meandering21. There is a lack of model-based approaches that consider the uncertainties of 
fatigue loading. WATEREYE will develop such tools. 

2.2.2 O&M planning 

2.2.2.1 O&M planning for individual wind turbines 

Maintenance scheduling is an important, and meanwhile a complex problem, especially in the 
case of offshore wind turbines, since the O&M cost is relatively high. According to existing 
statistics, the O&M cost contributes about 15–30% of the overall energy generation cost for wind 
energy or equivalently 75–90% of the initial investment30. In this sense, attentions have been 
focused on the O&M planning problems in order to reduce the cost meanwhile ensuring high levels 
of reliability and safety of wind turbines. 

There are three maintenance approaches, i.e. failure-based (corrective), time-based (preventive) 
and condition-based (predictive) maintenance.  

Though the failure-based (corrective) and time-based (preventive) maintenances are widely used 
in different areas including the wind power industry, both approaches have drawbacks. For the 
failure-based approach, it is beneficial when the production stop and repair cost is relatively low. 
However, this assumption does not hold in the case of offshore wind turbines, especially 
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considering the possibility of structure failure. Regarding the time-based approach, it is workforce 
intensive and very difficult to set the best maintenance intervals. Meanwhile, it cannot minimize 
the risk of unexpected breakdowns.  

The condition-based (predictive) maintenance (CBM) has drawn much attention in wind industry, 
as it is the most advanced maintenance scheme in which the performance of components is 
actively tracked. CBM for wind turbine plays an important role in reducing O&M costs and 
increasing system reliability. In 31, it is indicated that an amount of £225,000 operational saving 
per turbine over 15 years can be achieved using CBM. 

The CBM approach usually consists of three steps: 1) data acquisition, 2) health diagnostics and 
prognostics, and 3) maintenance scheduling.  

Acquiring data related to the system health is a critical factor for CBM decisions which requires 
sensors at appropriate locations. A wind turbine is a complex electromechanical system that 
consists of several components and subsystems. The major components include rotor, bearings, 
mechanical shaft, gearbox, generator, power electronic interface and tower structure32. Various 
kinds of sensors have been used for different components of a wind turbine. The vibration sensor 
is one of the powerful tools that is currently used to monitor the mechanical integrity of wind 
turbines, especially for rotation components33. In similar areas, the acoustic sensor can also be 
used, which is able to detect incipient faults34.  To detect small structural changes on the blades, 
the fiber-optic sensor can be used to measure the internal stress35.  Using temperature sensors 
is a cost-effective way to detect faults within generators, bearings, gearbox and power 
converters36. Recently, the use of Ultrasonic Guided Wave (UGW) technology to continuously 
monitor the integrity of wind turbine towers has been investigated [19]. 

Based on the data, different approaches can be used for diagnostics and prognostics. The two 
most common approaches include the physical model and the data-driven method.  

Using the detailed knowledge of the dynamic properties and failure mechanisms of wind turbines, 
mathematical models are constructed to simulate the dynamic behaviors of a wind turbine, which 
can be used to estimate the risk of failure or the RUL. For example, 37 presents a fracture 
mechanics-based model for estimating the remaining life of a wind turbine blade, focusing on the 
crack propagation in the adhesive joints of the blades. 

Recent developments in big data management, machine learning (ML) and computational 
capabilities have opened-up opportunities for the data-drive approach for CBM. Research on WT 
CBM based on SCADA data has gained considerable attention recently, as most wind turbines 
have already installed these acquisition systems for system control and logging data. Different ML 
algorithms have been tested in wind turbine applications, such as support vector machines (SVMs) 
and neural networks (NN). The two common ML tasks include classification/prediction and 
regression-based anomaly detection38. 

For off-shore WTs, the maintenance scheduling needs to consider not only the health diagnostics 
and prognostics, but also weather conditions and relevant logistic information, like the availability 
of transportations. The offshore maintenance actives are heavily constrained by those factors.  
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In order to optimize the maintenance scheduling, an optimization objective (cost function) needs 
to be specified. For wind turbines, this cost function can be defined in different ways and the 
following two categories are commonly used:  

• Minimum cost: The goal is to minimize the long-run average cost during one replacement 
cycle, where this cost can be further divided into sub-categories, such as the replacement 
cost and the manpower cost. A mathematical cost model for wind turbines is required in 
this case, like the model used in 39. 

• Minimum production loss: In this case the power production will be maximized in order to 
reduce the average Levelized Cost of Energy (LCoE). For a single wind turbine, the loss 
by unavailability is the main concern which is caused by unexpected failures or scheduled 
maintenance actives as modelled in 40 . The weather forecast is important for this 
scheduling, since it may be worth postponing some maintenance tasks from a period with 
high winds to a later period with low winds in order to maximize the power generation. 

Once the objective is set and all necessary information is available, an optimization technique 
must be used to find the optimal solution. Since in most of the cases, the scheduling variables 
include both discrete (integer) and real values, the mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) might 
be used to obtain an optimal maintenance schedule. As the size of the optimization problem 
increases, i.e., more optimization variables or more discrete values a variable can take, the 
calculation cost also rises for the MIP solver. Therefore, other numerically efficient techniques 
have also been investigated for wind turbines O&M scheduling, such as the constraint 
programming-based large neighbourhood search (CPLNS)41 and the branch-and-check (B&C) 
approach42. 

Specifically, in WATEREYE, a corrosion-induced structural failure model is established. Since 
replacement of the tower is not a realistic O&M action during the lifetime of the wind turbine, this 
failure mode limits the turbine lifetime. Cost models can be established to take account of the 
expected lifetime as a function of WT control and load. Two possible ways to do this are: 

• Investment cost model: Operation with a given degradation status and control strategy 
consumes a part of the design lifetime of a component. The component represents an 
investment that has a specific cost (price). The part of the investment cost that corresponds 
to the design lifetime that is consumed during operation represents the O&M cost, i.e. the 
investment cost is depreciated/written off proportional to the part of the lifetime or load that 
is used by different operational strategies. 

• Corrective maintenance cost model: As a result of the degradation status and operational 
loads, the failure rate and estimated lifetime of components may be increased or 
decreased. Changes in corrective maintenance costs are the consequence.  
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2.2.2.2 O&M planning for wind farms 

The turbines of an offshore wind farm are geographically distributed power generation assets that 
typically share the same logistics support and organization for operation and maintenance. This 
includes a set of maintenance technicians and a set of vessels for enabling the technicians to 
access the turbines. Thus, considering all wind turbines in the wind farm simultaneously rather 
than individually opens up possibilities for cost-efficient O&M in several ways. The rest of this 
section described decisions in offshore wind farm O&M planning where it is relevant to consider 
the maintenance needs of all turbines. Given the objectives of the WATEREYE project, most 
attention is given to the problem of scheduling of maintenance tasks, but some other decision 
problems are included to put this problem in a broader O&M planning context. This includes 
decisions from operational time scales (hours to days) to strategic decisions that may be taken in 
the design phase of the wind farm (time scales of decades), namely: routing of maintenance 
vessels, scheduling of maintenance tasks, chartering of maintenance vessels, strategy for spare 
parts logistics, and strategy for the logistic support for maintenance. For each set of decisions, 
existing methods and tools reported in the research literature for supporting these decisions are 
summarized (based in part on 43 and 44), together with the necessary input data. 

Routing of maintenance vessels 

Decision problem (outputs): Decide which vessels should visit which turbines with which 
technicians for the next day or over the next few days. (Operational decision problem). 

Methods and tools: The problem has mainly been solved using mathematical programming 
models45,46, but time-domain simulation models coupled with genetic algorithms have also been 
used47. Most models also incorporate maintenance scheduling (see below), but mostly for a 
planning horizon of a single day. 

Input data requirements: Schedule for maintenance tasks (as given as output from maintenance 
scheduling methods described below) or list with maintenance needs or upcoming maintenance 
tasks (as for the maintenance scheduling problem, if routing and scheduling are solved jointly) for 
the next day; logistics support (e.g. available vessels, with transit speeds, capacities for spare 
parts and technicians, transfer times, etc.); available technicians; available working hours / shifts; 
weather conditions. 

Scheduling of maintenance tasks 

Decision problem (outputs): Decide schedule (order of tasks and timing of tasks) for upcoming 
maintenance tasks (turbine visits for preventive/corrective/condition-based maintenance) in the 
wind farm over the next days or weeks; including grouping of maintenance tasks and opportunistic 
maintenance planning. (Operational decision problem.) 

Methods and tools: Methods reported in the literature for offshore wind farm maintenance 
scheduling are summarized in Table 2. The columns describe the objective and the constraints 
formulated for the maintenance scheduling optimization problems, which maintenance types and 
planning horizons are considered, and briefly describes the type of model and/or solution method. 
Based on this survey, the following observations can be made about the state of the art: No 
previous work has considered the interplay between control and maintenance scheduling; almost 
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no works account for condition degradation or prognostics in any substantive way; those 
references accounting for CBM tasks do so rather superficially, and often the type of maintenance 
tasks considered is described very generically; trade-offs between short-term costs within the 
planning horizon and long-term costs beyond the planning condition (due to degradation caused 
by e.g. corrosion) are rarely considered; the maintenance scheduling models in the literature are 
predominantly deterministic. 

Input data requirements: List of upcoming maintenance tasks e.g. over the next weeks, based on 
maintenance intervals (see Section 2.2.2.1) and/or planned campaigns for preventive 
maintenance, condition information (see Section 2.2.2.1) for condition-based maintenance tasks, 
and failures and alarms for corrective maintenance tasks; available maintenance resources (e.g. 
technicians, vessels and equipment); technician transit and transfer time (possibly aggregated); 
weather conditions; maximum working hours / shifts; available spare parts.  

Table 2. Overview of previous work on offshore wind farm maintenance scheduling 

Citation Objective Constraints Maint. 
types 

Planning 
horizon 

Model 

Ge et al. 
2020 48 

Minimum maintenance 
costs and maximum power 
generation 

Equipment, vessel; personnel, 
weather, greenhouse gas 
emission; marine environmental 
protection; bird population 
protection; day/night maintenance 

n/a 1 week Bi-objective 
stochastic MILP 
scheduling model 

Irawan et 

al. 2017 46 

Minimum maintenance 
costs (travel, technician, 
postponement penalty 
cost) 

Weather window (maximum 
working hours); vessel; vessel load 
capacity; vessel availability; spare 
parts availability; number and skill 
of technicians; routing constraints 

Preventive 
and 
condition-
based 

3-7 days MILP routing and 
scheduling model 

Zhang et 
al. 2020 49 

Minimizes total recovery 
time (representing power 
generation loss) 
 of all WTGs with failures 

Technician number and skill; 
maintenance/recovery time; 
maximum working time; routing 
constraints 

Corrective 1 day MILP routing and 
scheduling model 
with chance 
constraints for 
uncertain repair 
time 

Besnard et 
al. 2009 50 

Minimizes maintenance 
cost (transportation and 
penalty for technician 
overtime) plus cost of lost 
power production 

Maximum working hours, travel 
and access time 

Corrective 
and 
preventive 

60 days 
(ca. 10 day 
short-term 
horizon) 

ILP scheduling 
model 

Stock-
Williams & 
Swami 

2018 47 

Minimizes energy losses 
(but argues that objective 
could be easily altered) and 
penalty representing future 
costs 

Weather conditions and 
accessibility, shifts, vessel and 
technician capabilities and 
availability; spares avalability;  

Corrective 
and 
preventive 

1 day GA applied to time-
domain wind farm 
simulator (ECN's 
offshore wind farm 
simulation engine) 

Yildrim et 
al. 2017 

Maximize net profit 
(operational revenue minus 
crew deployment cost 

Maintenance labor capacity per 
period; weather conditions; time 

Corrective 
and 
preventive 

200 days MILP model 
incorporating 
dynamic cost 
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minus expected future 
turbine maintenance cost) 

limit for preventive maintenance; 
travel time 

(condition-
based) 

functions based on 
remaining life 
distributions 
predicted by 
degradation model 

Zhang et 
al. 2012 51 

Minimize energy loss Weather (wind, wave, gust, 
temperature); number of turbines 
maintained per day; earliest and 
latest time of bi-annual service 

Preventive 365 days GA applied to wind 
farm power 
generation model 
incorporating 
Frandsen's wake 
model 

Zhong et 
al. 2018 

Maximize reliability of 
supply and minimize 
maintenance costs 
(manpower, equipment, 
environmental monitoring, 
transportation, 
infrastructure) 

Duration, deadline, only one 
service per year, number of 
turbines under maintenance, 
weather, manpower, vehicles, 
greenhouse gas emissions, marine 
ecosystem constraints 

Preventive 52 weeks 
(with time 
resolution 1 
week) 

multi-objective 
non-linear integer 
programming 
model solved using 
NSGA-II 

Dai et al. 

2015 45 

Minimize travel costs plus 
penalty costs of delayed 
maintenance (represented 
by production loss costs) 

Weather window (maximum 
working hours); vessel; vessel load 
capacity; vessel availability; routing 
constraints 

n/a 2-3 days MILP routing and 
scheduling model 

 

Vessel chartering 

Decision problem (outputs): When to charter (leasing/ordering) maintenance vessels for e.g. 
maintenance campaigns or on-demand heavy maintenance and which vessel to charter. (Tactical 
decision problem). 

Methods and tools: One prominent example of such a decision problem is the chartering of jack-
up specialist vessels for heavy maintenance. This problem has been addressed using 
mathematical programming models52 and on a more strategic level using time-domain discrete-
event simulation models53,54. Apart from these examples, relatively few research works have 
considered such problems. 

Input data requirements: Maintenance campaigns or heavy maintenance tasks with constituent 
operational phases; capabilities, day rates and contractual conditions for available (specialist) 
vessels; weather statistics. 

Spare parts logistics 

Decision problem (outputs): How to manage spare part inventory/warehouses and onshore supply 
chains, e.g. when to order spare parts (when stock is getting low etc.). (Tactical/operational 
decision problem, but spare parts logistics also includes strategic decision problems as the 
location and capacity of warehouses/inventories). 

Methods and tools: Traditional inventory management optimization models applied to offshore 
wind farms are reviewed in Section 4.1 of 43. A discrete-event Monte Carlo simulation model for 
maintenance logistics including spare parts management is presented in 55. However, state-of-
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the-art maintenance scheduling models do not seem to integrate spare parts logistics modelling. 
A suite of logistics optimization models developed in the EU FP7 project LEANWIND56, including 
onshore logistics and port logistics, were summarized in 57. 

Input data requirements: Warehouse location and capacity; lead times along supply chain; 
maintenance tasks (needs for spare parts). 

Logistics support strategy 

Decision problem (outputs): Location and capacity of maintenance base / accommodation (on-
shore maintenance base, offshore accommodation platform, accommodation vessel); vessel fleet 
size and mix for maintenance vessels (for transferring technicians to access turbines); strategy for 
availability of specialist vessels (e.g. jack-up vessels; strategies for on-demand or campaign 
leasing, or buying/sharing). (Strategic decision problem). 

Methods and tools:  Discrete-event Monte Carlo simulation models 58 54 59 ; mathematical 
programming models, mainly deterministic60 but also some stochastic models61. 

Input data requirements: Capital and operational costs of maintenance bases; vessel day rates; 
vessel and technician capabilities (as for maintenance scheduling problem, but possibly on a more 
aggregated level); failure rates and pre-determined preventive maintenance tasks for wind farm 
components; weather statistics (preferably historic time series). 

2.3 Wind farm control technology in recent research projects 

2.3.1 CL-Windcon 

CL-Windcon (http://www.clwindcon.eu/) is a European research project that aims at “developing 
the next generation technologies of renewable electricity and heating/cooling”.  The project has 
received funding from European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under 
grant agreement No. 727477. CL-Windcon ran from 2016–2019. TU Delft from the WATEREYE 
consortium participated in CL-Windcon. 

CL-Windcon is a project that addresses multi-fidelity dynamic modelling and open- and closed-
loop advanced control algorithms at a farm level by treating the entire wind farm as a 
comprehensive real-time optimization problem. The project includes developing the wind-farm 
control-oriented model and wind farm flow control technologies and algorithms. Considering the 
multi-fidelity modelling with different levels of complexity, the FarmFlow and SimWindFarm model 
are both extended. Data driven methods were employed to estimate the parameters from 
simulation data for the SimWindFarm model and even simpler grey/box model structures. Besides, 
CL-Windcon also developed wind farm flow control technologies and algorithms in Induction 
based control, wake redirection control and supporting wind farm control technologies for load 
mitigation. It also investigates into the power curtailment problems, which track a power reference 
and distribute the structural lading over the entire wind farm. The failure modes of the sensors are 
investigated, whose reliability was improved by employing redundancy design. Then, the 
proposed model and algorithms are validated by simulation, wind tunnel testing and full-scale 
testing. 
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In contrast to CL-Windcon, WATEREYE will develop methods for real-time probabilistic analysis 
of wind power plant operation integrating structural health diagnosis and prognosis (i.e. the state 
of corrosion), to be incorporated into the control algorithms. The load limiting, condition-based 
fault tolerant control algorithms will firstly be addressed at wind turbine level, and then be extended 
to the wind farm level. The project aims at dynamically optimizing the power production set-point 
of individual turbines in the wind farm, with the goal of maximizing power production at wind farm 
level while respecting load limits at single turbine level imposed by their assessed corrosion status, 
as well as constraints on operating times due to the currently planned maintenance activities. 

WATEREYE will exploit the development of CL-Windcon: the control-oriented modelling, the 
power curtailment that track power reference and distribute the structural loading over the entire 
wind farm, integrated wind farm control. 

2.3.2 TotalControl 

TotalControl (https://www.totalcontrolproject.eu/) is a European research project that develops 
"Advanced integrated supervisory and wind turbine control for optimal operation of large wind 
power plants". The project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 
Research and Innovation Programme under grant agreement No. 727680. TotalControl runs from 
2018–2021. SINTEF Energy Research from the WATEREYE consortium participates in 
TotalControl.  

TotalControl investigates the closed-loop system dynamics of the wind power plant and electrical 
grid and develops a suite of practical wind power plant controllers. The project includes both static 
set-point optimization and real-time control algorithms. The provision of ancillary services by wind 
power plants, i.e. primary frequency and voltage support, is one part. A hierarchy of baseline 
control functions with dedicated loops for active and reactive power control at the plant level will 
be used as a benchmark to evaluate more advanced control strategies. This hierarchical structure 
of the control system is industrially relevant. Another important aspect is predictive control that 
anticipates the future behavior of the wind power plant based on the predicted flow field. In order 
to solve the related optimization problem in real-time, reduced-order flow models are investigated. 
Input to the predictive algorithms are wind field measurements provided by e.g. LIDAR systems.  

 In contrast to TotalControl, WATEREYE's primary focus is on the trade-off between power point 
tracking and the reduction of structural loading under uncertainty. Uncertainty occurs in several 
influencing factors, such that the stochasticity of wind speed and direction, measured corrosion, 
estimated health status and predicted remaining useful lifetime. WATEREYE aims to define 
suitable control actions that take into account the current structural properties of the turbine 
support structure (based on corrosion status) and the probabilistic progress of the structural 
damage based on uncertain weather and operation forecasting.  

WATEREYE will exploit the developments of TotalControl: the reference wind power plant, the 
baseline hierarchical control algorithm for comparison, flow models. The two projects are 
temporarily overlapping: The work on wind power plant control is conducted in TotalControl from 
01/2020 – 12/2021. However, the developments will be exploited to the highest degree possible. 
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3 HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE OF WF CONTROL AND 
O&M 

3.1 Overview 
The foreseen architecture and functionality of the control and O&M modules developed in 
WATEREYE is illustrated in Figure 2. Wind farm control and O&M are shown along with WT control 
and O&M (i.e. DSS) because of the integrated functionality and communication flow between 
these modules.  The modules work on different time scales as indicated at the downward-pointing 
arrow on the left. 

 

 

Figure 2. Integration of the WF control and O&M in the WATEREYE modules 

Table 3 provides more details about the specific objective, time scale, inputs, outputs, and 
necessary assumptions of each of the modules. A brief description of these dimensions and an 
outline of foreseen functionality follows in the next sections. 

Table 3. Differentiation between control and O&M modules on WT and WF level 
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 Objective Time 
scale 
(update 
rate) 

Inputs Outputs Assumptions 

WT 
control 
(T3.4) 

Track WT 
power 
demand from 
WF control. 
Reduce 
fatigue loads 
on the turbine 
structure. 

 WT power reference 
from WF control. 
WT operational data from 
SCADA system. 

Available power at 
WT. 
Actuator settings. 

Quantification of 
fatigue limit as a 
function of corrosion 
and loading available, 
such as stress-cycle 
(SN) curves. 
Measure of 
accumulated fatigue 
available. 

WT O&M 
(T3.3) 

Support 
operator to 
decide on 
maintenance 
activities.  
Optimize 
scheduled 
maintenance 
for WTs. 

~ 1day Prognostics, logistic 
constraints, 
weights of objectives, 
weather forecast 

Prognosis for 
probability of 
failure for 
operating strategy 
options; power 
output constraints 
(derating); list of 
upcoming 
maintenance 
tasks (i.e. needs 
identified by 
prognosis) 

Reliable wind turbine 
model and weather 
forecast, estimated 
RUL available, 
logistical constraints 
available. 

WF 
control 
(T4.2) 

Track WF 
power 
demand; 
Dispatch 
demanded 
WF power to 
WTs while 
minimizing 
(tower) fatigue 

10-15 
minutes 

WF power demand. 
Available power at WTs.  
Prognosis for probability 
of failure for operating 
strategy options. 
Operational constraints 
for WTs. Wind forecast 
(speed, direction). 
SCADA data from WTs. 
Maintenance information 
(unavailable WTs due to 
failure or scheduled 
maintenance). 

Power references 
for individual 
turbines 

Quantification of 
fatigue limit as a 
function of corrosion 
and loading available, 
such as stress-cycle 
(SN) curves. 
Measure of 
accumulated fatigue 
available. 

WF O&M 
(T4.3) 

Schedule 
maintenance 
activities for 
WF 

12-24 
hours 

List of upcoming 
maintenance tasks (i.e. 
needs identified by 
prognosis) for WTs; 
prognosis for probability 
of failure for operating 
strategy options; weather 
forecast;  logistical 
constraints; power output 
constraints (derating) 

Time and order of 
maintenance 
tasks for the entire 
wind farm. 

Does not consider the 
trade-off between 
maximizing power and 
limiting the load and 
corrosion induced 
tower failure 
probability; does not 
consider the detailed 
routing of 
maintenance vessels. 

3.2 WT control 
Several WT control strategies are proposed in the literature to taking into account the fatigue load 
mitigation in a single WT. Using linearized models, the linear quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller 
can be implemented such that it can also include load mitigation into the cost function62. Since the 
wind speed is variable and nonlinear subsystems are present, gain scheduling techniques, linear 
parameter varying (LPV) models, and multimodel strategies are used to represent the system in 
different operating points 63  64 . The model predictive control (MPC) appears as a promising 
strategy that predicts the state evolution and obtains a constrained optimal control solution by a 
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cost function65 66. To the best of our knowledge, so far, there are no relevant references that deal 
with corrosion degradation into the wind turbine control. In this project, we propose to extend 
Adaptive Individual Pitch Control schemes for WT (see Error! Reference source not found.) in 
order to minimize tower loads, in addition to individual blade loads as it is currently proposed in 
the literature67. 

As is shown in Error! Reference source not found., measured variables are the generator power 
𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔, the generator speed 𝝎𝝎𝑔𝑔, the blades bending moments 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 and the tower top acceleration 𝜶𝜶. 
The power to be produced 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 is provided by the WF controller. Such reference is used by a static 
Power controller to generate an actual power reference 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔,𝑟𝑟 for the local dynamic torque controller, 
and a generator speed reference 𝝎𝝎𝑔𝑔,𝑟𝑟 for the local dynamic baseline pitch controller. An adaptive, 
individual pitch controller will be developed in this project to minimize 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏  and 𝜶𝜶 as well. The 
controller commands sent to the WT actuators are the blade pitch references angles 𝜷𝜷𝑟𝑟 and the 
generator torque reference 𝝉𝝉𝑔𝑔,𝑟𝑟. 
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Figure 3. Proposed structure for the WT control 

The decision support system (DSS) provides an O&M tool at WT level. The DSS provides input to 
the fault-tolerant WT control. Furthermore, it will combine knowledge and models to help the 
operator making O&M decisions in an interactive way.  

The main functionalities of the DSS will include: 1) to collect necessary data from other modules, 
such as diagnostics and prognostics results, and logistic information, 2) to interact with other 
modules by sending data, such as maintenance plan or target control configuration, and retrieve 
feedback data, 3) to support the operator to make O&M decisions by providing information and 
suggestions, and 4) to optimize the maintenance scheduling. 
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Figure 4. Decision support system 

The expected working interval of this DSS is as follows: 

1. Collect diagnostics and prognostics results and determine if further actions are 
required based on pre-defined criteria. If no further actions are required, wait for next 
available data. 

2. Collect weather data from forecast tool and logistic data from O&M tool. Based on all 
information, propose options for O&M plans. Meanwhile, calculate the impacts of each 
option on the wind turbine operation, such as down time, cost and power production 
loss. 

3. The operator is able to display relevant information and/or data visualization through 
the visualization tool to assist the operator in decision-making. 
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4. Collect the decision input and/or decision-making constraints from the operator and 
validate them in the DSS. For example, the operator can choose the optimization 
target(s), or specify a time window that should be avoided in maintenance planning. 
Meanwhile, also send this information to the wind turbine controller and O&M tools for 
validation. If they are not valid, provide an error message and repeat this step. 

5. Optimize the O&M plan and show a detailed report to the operator. During the 
optimization, the uncertainty of the input data will be considered, and the operator will 
be informed about the potential risk of deviation from the optimal plan, as well as the 
impacts of this deviation on optimization objectives. 

6. Send the O&M plan to the controller and WF O&M for validation. If it is valid, proceed 
to the plan execution, otherwise return to step 4. 

3.3 WF control 
The module for WF control will dynamically optimize the power set-points for the WTs. The 
optimization trades off between maximizing power and limiting the load and corrosion induced 
tower failure probability (and hence extending the remaining useful life). 

Operational information from the WT control module of the individual wind turbines will serve as 
input. This includes SCADA data and the estimated available power at each WT. 

It is assumed that degradation, e.g. caused by corrosion, affects the tower failure probability. To 
quantify the influence of WT loading on the degradation-induced failure probability, a degradation 
measure and a model relating degradation to structural strength is needed. A possible way to 
model increased degradation over the operational time is illustrated in Figure 5. This example 
model progressing degradation over time assuming a linear and a non-linear failure mechanism.  
A suitable measure will be determined in WP3 of the WATEREYE project. 

 

Figure 5. Example of a degradation measure (W) evolving over operational or calendar time (T) for 
different types of failure mechanisms (linear and non-linear). The degradation measure starts at W=0 
and increases with progressing degradation. Failure occurs when W > Wfailure68 
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The probabilistic dynamic analysis tool based on STAS69 will be used to predict the remaining 
useful life of the foundation under various operational and environmental conditions. This will 
include the prognosis for failure probability provided by the O&M module of individual WTs. The 
probabilistic analysis will define operational constraints to protect WTs from further damage. Wind 
forecast provides information about future environmental conditions. 

The main output of the WF control module are the power set-points for the individual WTs. A 
secondary output are updated RUL estimations depending on the control strategy, which are 
utilized for the co-optimization of WF control and O&M planning. 

3.4 WF O&M 
The module for wind farm O&M will schedule maintenance activities for the whole wind farm. This 
includes both timing, ordering and grouping of maintenance tasks. The module thus considers the 
operational scheduling decision problem described generally in Section 2.2.2.2. However, the 
shorter-term vessel routing problem and the longer-term strategic or tactical decision problems 
reviewed there will not be considered, or will only be considered in a very simplified manner.  

The module will be based on information for the individual wind turbines, i.e. the output from the 
wind turbine O&M module. This includes power output constraints (i.e. turbines that are derated 
due to corrosion/fatigue), prognosis for probability of tower failure as a function of corrosion and 
load, and a list of upcoming maintenance tasks for individual wind turbines (i.e. needs identified 
by the WT O&M prognosis module). The module will also use weather forecast and information of 
logistical constraints, such as vessel and personnel capacity. 

 

3.5 Co-optimization of WF control and O&M planning 
Figure 6 motivates the co-optimization of WF control and O&M planning by illustrating their 
relationship with the OPEX. We assume that control extends the lifetime of WT (components) by 
reducing the loads, which will reduce accumulated fatigue and thus the failure probability. A 
reduced number of failures reduces the cost for corrective maintenance. 
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Figure 6. Relation between control and O&M costs and cost elements that can be considered as 
O&M costs influenced by control (blue boxes)68  

Considering the design lifetime of 20 years, changes of preventive maintenance due to control 
may be considered unlikely. However, WF control together with a remote sensing solution (as will 
be developed in WATEREYE) might provide enough certainty in the future to decrease the 
frequency of predictive maintenance. 

The WF control should consider the status of the WTs when assigning power commands to them. 
The number of turbines that are unavailable for power production or have restricted power 
production capability is provided by the DSS. Unavailability due to planned maintenance can be 
regarded as a constraint placed by the WF O&M. On the other hand, the overall operational 
strategy of a WF should consider both power production and maintenance. This is also relevant 
with respect to ancillary services and betting at the electricity market. 

Co-optimization of WF control and O&M has not been reported in the literature. WATEREYE will 
explore how these modules can be integrated with each other. 

3.6 Integration into WATEREYE solution 
The WATEREYE system consists of multiple components that produce and consume data. In 
order to facilitate the data exchange, a central data store will collect, store and provide access to 
the data. The data store is available to all WATEREYE components, especially for the decision 
support system. Specialized interfaces will be developed as part of the Data Store. Those 
interfaces will query and pre-process data for further convenient consumption by the decision 
support system and other components. The pre-processing includes data formatting and 
normalizations. 

A more detailed description of the data flows and the Data Store can be found in deliverable D1.5. 
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4 TOOLS AND METHODS FOR SIMULATION AND TESTING 

4.1 Simulators 
Corrosion-induced damage will depend on the turbine loading and response, which will 
themselves strongly depend on turbine properties and environment. Developing control algorithms 
and evaluating them therefore requires considering a realistic turbine which responds as realistic 
as possible to realistic environment loads.   

Furthermore, turbines interact with each other inside the farm through aerodynamic wakes from 
upstream turbines affecting the incoming wind field of downstream turbines. The evaluation of the 
farm-level control performance should therefore be based upon a realistic wind farm while taking 
these effects into account.   

Regarding load and response modelling, state-of-the-art engineering codes are suitable. These 
are aero-hydro-servo elastic models featuring an optimal fidelity-computational time ratio for 
engineering problems. NREL's code OpenFAST70 is chosen for its open source nature and large 
user community, making it the preferred tool for research institutions and maximizing the 
exploitation potential. 

OpenFAST is an integrated model providing a nonlinear, time-domain full coupling of wind turbine-
specific aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, structural dynamics and control system. Possibly 
corrosion-modified structural properties are taken as input together with general turbine properties, 
environmental flow fields and control parameters. Relevant outputs to evaluate the performance 
of control algorithms in the WATEREYE solution include loads/stress/strain on structural parts of 
interest, power output and control actuator usage. The control system features generator torque 
and individual pitch control, and the developed algorithms may be conveniently implemented as 
shared libraries for distribution inside the consortium and further exploitation. OpenFAST being 
open source, any user-custom implementation of not-yet-existing control features is also possible. 

OpenFAST is also the only available tool that extends to farm level (i.e. including wake effects) 
while keeping the same level of detail at the turbine level. This extension, called FAST.Farm71,72, 
runs one instance of OpenFAST per turbine while solving for wake flow, expansion and interaction 
with ambient wind and other wakes. FAST.Farm was validated against a widely used large-eddy 
simulator73. It features a so-called super controller for wind farm control sending power set-point 
commands to the individual wind turbine controllers, making it an ideal platform to evaluate the 
coupled performance of fault-tolerant WT and WF control algorithms of the WATEREYE solution. 
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4.2 Reference wind farm 
WATEREYE will utilize the tremendous efforts made in past 
projects to define reference wind farms. It will be used as a 
starting point, leaving only a small number of adequate 
modifications to be made, taking into account industrial 
requirements and possible corrosion-related matters.  

Design specifications of wind turbines are the proprietary of 
turbine manufacturers. Therefore, the international research 
community established the use of reference wind turbines to 
test and compare control strategies. Models of such reference 
turbines are for the most publicly available or shared among 
research institutions. Research on offshore wind power plants 
usually refers to models of 10 MW wind turbines. Accordingly, 
the IEA/DTU 10 MW Offshore Reference Wind Turbine will be 
used in WATEREYE. 

A suitable reference wind farm has been defined in the H2020 
TotalControl project. The TotalControl reference wind power 
plant (TC-RWP)74 is a virtual test bed for wind farm control. 
Figure 7 shows the staggered pattern of the TC-RWP with 32 
wind turbines. High-resolution simulations with different 
atmospheric conditions and different orientations have been 
performed in the TotalControl project using the KU Leuven 
SP-Wind and the DTU EllipSys3D solver. The results can be used as pre-cursor for 
simulations in WATEREYE. 

The reference wind farm data set needs to be augmented with some additional input data for 
testing the models for optimal maintenance planning. For this purpose, the data set will be 
augmented with baseline assumptions on maintenance needs and maintenance tasks, the 
logistics support (e.g. available vessels) and distance to the maintenance base. We propose that 
these assumptions could be based e.g. on 75 or 59, with appropriate updates.  

4.3 Baseline WF control for comparison 
In order to compare the WATEREYE solution in the scenarios defined in T1.1 against the current 
industrial practice, we will define a baseline WF control scheme that will be implemented in 
simulation using state of the art simulators such as OpenFAST70. In particular, the classic, non 
fatigue-reducing centralized WF control will be used as baseline, which employs proportional 
power dispatch.  

The central WF controller sends out reference signals to each local WT controller. The power 
references are prepared in the WF control level based on the available power of each individual 
WT. The controller computes a power error and sets up the power reference WFC

outP  for the whole 
wind farm. These power references are further used by a dispatch function block. In this block, 

Figure 7. Layout of the TotalControl 
reference wind power plant. Units of 
axes units are rotor diameters74 
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they are converted into power reference signals for each individual wind turbines of the wind farm, 
as shown in Figure 7. The dispatch function simply distributes the power references to the wind 
turbines iWT

refP  ( 1:i n= ) based on a proportional distribution of the power, 

      
i

i
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ref outWF
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PP P
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=  

where the total power of the wind farm is expressed as: 
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Where 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎
𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖 is the available power for the ith wind turbine in one specific moment given by the 

maximum power tracking point (MTP) look-up table. 

 

Figure 8. Central Proportional Dispatch algorithm 

The WATEREYE project will consider the damage induced by corrosion in the WT structures, 
which is aggravated by mechanical stresses during operation of the wind turbines. In addition, the 
benefit provided by the WATEREYE solution in mitigating the loads compared to the baseline 
control above will be evaluated by comparing simulation results. The WATEREYE solution to co-
optimized control and O&M planning will be compared to the conventional baseline approach to 
O&M planning where maintenance schedules are determined without explicitly accounting for the 
wind farm control, fatigue, and risk of failures. 

4.4 Key performance indicators 
We will use the following criteria to evaluate WF control performance, and in particular how well 
the envisioned fault tolerant control algorithms at WT and WF level can meet power requirements 
while protecting sub-structures from further fatigue damage. This includes the provision of ancillary 
services, whereas compliance of grid codes is not considered. 

Active power tracking Mean Square Error (MSE) at WF level for power requirements 

The active power control provides grid services (ancillary services), such as frequency control and 
power reference tracking76,77. In order to improve the quality of the total power generated by wind 
farms, the WF control can be designed to balance the total power generated with the power 
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consumed on the grid78. Then, the performance obtained by the average power output will be 
analyzed. 

Dynamic load reduction as a proxy for fatigue reduction in the tower 

Wind turbine towers are exposed to dynamic loads due to the wind speed changes and wave 
loads. These time-varying loads result in transitional oscillations that transmit stresses through the 
structure and bring it to fatigue failures. The fatigue failures typically occur at working stress levels 
significantly lower than the yield strengths of the material. Thus, reducing dynamic loads by 
mitigating the transitional effects as one of the objectives in the controller design can lead to a 
safe structure 79 . By using the regular sensors and additional ones, we can estimate tower 
kinematics, working stresses, and their effects on the material properties, i.e. yield strength and 
modulus of elasticity. Through quantitative approaches, the fatigue cycles can be derived based 
on the rainflow counting (RFC) and Damage Equivalent Load (DEL) to evaluate the changes in 
the material properties80. In addition, the performance of the proposed controls can be quantified 
by these indexes, i.e. DEL and RFC, to characterize the amount of load minimization. 

Actuator use 

Actuators are current used to control the wind turbine to optimize the wind energy production and 
to guarantee its operation in different weather conditions.  They are mainly used to pitch the blades 
and yaw the turbine head. In a long-term life, the extensive use of them might bring components 
and bearings to wear and fails. Minimizing its use can also be considered as an objective for the 
control schemes. 

RUL 

The updated RUL of the WT will contribute into the control approach and it is an indicator for the 
O&M plans.  

The overall cost of wind energy 

By comparing the controller designs, the overall cost of the WF produced energy can be evaluated 
by considering the advances in control schemes and O&M plans. 
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5 HIGH-LEVEL SIMULATION SET-UP AND SCENARIOS 

5.1 Industrial requirements 
The industry aims to implement systems that optimize energy production and reduce structural 
loads on WFs, while complying with grid system requirements that will lead a cost reduction that 
impacts directly on the LCoE decrease. Existing and new farms ambition is to improve their wind 
farm control strategies in order to get a higher energy capture, increase energy production, reduce 
O&M costs and expand WT lifespan. That is why wind farm strategies should be focused on:  

1. Maximize the power available at wind farm level through capacity power information 
provided by wind turbines. Nowadays, wind turbines produce as much power as is 
available at the moment given, but that is not efficient due to it does not take into account 
interactions between wind turbines.  It is necessary to develop a global controller that 
ensures that overall power production is coordinated to achieve maximum power values. 

2. Reduce the number of offshore inspections, prioritizing tasks carried out on land. Wind 
turbine monitoring and predictive models (weather forecast, sea conditions, etc.) would 
allow to prepare optimal schedule to perform inspection and maintenance operations 
offshore. When scheduling maintenance for offshore wind farms many different factors 
need to be considered: possibility of occurrence of failures, availability of maintenance 
crew, spare parts and vessels, weather, electricity demand and prices at the time of 
inspection. All these parameters should be integrated in order to reduce cost and ensure 
that these activities are carried out in the optimal moment. 

3. Extend Wind Turbine useful life, monitoring the structure so that can guarantee the 
availability of wind turbines for longer. It should ensure that the structure is complying with 
the states beyond which limit states. That means the states the structure no longer satisfy 
the operative requirements: ultimate limit state (ULS), fatigue limit state (FLS), accidental 
limit state (ALS) and serviceability limit state (SLS). Extending the lifespan reduces its 
levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) and cost. 

4. Optimize synchronization between the turbines to comply with grid demand. This control 
should be considered wind farm interaction with electricity grid but taking into account that 
the number of restart and total stop operations of wind turbines must be as lower as 
possible in order to guarantee the stability of the production. 

5. Predict accurately and with enough time weather windows. Weather window is the weather 
forecast that allows to perform marine offshore activities within the limits for wave height, 
currents, wind speed, etc. that ensures that suited activities can be carried out safely. 
Weather window prediction is one of the most relevant factors to scheduling O&M offshore 
activities. 

6. Global control that integrates all the systems involved in the control at wind farm level and 
wind turbine level. It would incorporate a visualization tool on land facilities that display the 
data requested. Global control will considerate spare parts available on land to feed O&M 
Scheduling (see point 2). 
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7. Management of suppliers to ensure the availability of ships and marine elements needed 
in the closest harbor. The availability of crew and vessels should be organized, likewise 
the route established for the vessels to unload and pick-up crew and parts.  Database of 
ships and features to choose the most appropriate one for the operation to be developed. 

8. Integrated control of every single turbine taking into account limits of operation and 
maximum values admitted by manufacturer. 

9. Maximize profits considering the use of turbines according to the profits from electricity 
production, either through sales contracts or hourly fees or market price. 

It would be useful to develop a wind farm controller that provides information to the operator about 
operational issues like state of wind turbines, weather conditions, availability of vessels, crew, 
spare parts, and other external economic factors related to the electricity grid. This information 
would allow operator to make decisions about blade pitch control, structural loads, gearbox 
vibrations, yaw control, power curve, detection of corrosion on the structure, joints edges and bolts, 
specific number of starts and stops since their last maintenance operation. 

Considering corrosion, the controller should update current state of corrosion every six months. 
This would allow to check structural health. With this information, the operator will have time to 
schedule next inspection or repair operation if it is required. 

This information would allow the operator to carry out different strategies to increase profits 
through cost reduction in O&M tasks. 

5.2 Scenarios 

5.2.1 Wind farm control scenarios  

Deliverable D1.1 defines the use cases to test the corrosion samples and sensor specifications. 
The parameters that are modified in the scenarios in deliverable D1.1 influence the process of 
corrosion. The WF control system uses the information about corrosion provided by the prognosis 
and diagnosis tool, the WT control and the DSS. The WF control and O&M is generally applicable 
across the scenarios of deliverable D1.1 if the monitored damage level is provided as measure of 
the structural degradation. 

FAST.Farm will be used to test WFC strategies. Figure 9 shows the connection with the modules 
of FAST.Farm. Structural degradation will be simulated by adjustment of structural parameters in 
the input file for the OpenFAST turbine models. OpenFAST includes WT control functions. A 
structural degradation measure for each WT coming from the DSS will be assumed in the 
simulations as input to the WF control and O&M. 
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Figure 9. Integration of WATEREYE outputs into FAST.Farm simulation tool. Figure adjusted from 
71. Yellow boxes represent original FAST.Farm models, turquoise boxes WATEREYE modules. WT 

control is implemented in OpenFAST 

Degrees of freedom to test wind farm control are: 

• Environment: mid-term and long-term joint distribution of wind and wave parameters (not 
specified in TC-RWF). 

• Damage level of WTs: corrosion-modified (e.g.) S/N curve and number of cycles already 
undergone, corrosion-modified (e.g.) yield strength, number of cycles since last repair for 
actuator.  

Degree of freedom in the choice of KPIs: Power, mid-term and long-term loads (FLS and ULS 
probability of failure and RUL), actuator use or combinations of those. 

The above-listed requirements imply a significant amount of input data. These data should strictly 
speaking be correlated with corrosion-specific data presented in Deliverable D1.1. 

Simulation scenarios will be chosen based on their ability to illustrate the performance of control 
algorithms. This choice must therefore be iterative as it depends on the algorithms themselves. 
Wherever applicable, input from industry and/or other work packages in the WATEREYE project 
will be used. 

5.2.1.1 Short-term simulations 

Regarding load and response modelling, OpenFAST is chosen for its open source nature and 
large user community, making it the preferred tool for research institutions and maximizing the 
exploitation potential.   

In addition to OpenFAST inputs for each individual turbine, FAST.Farm requires as input the 
turbine layout, parameters for the numerical computation of wake dynamics, and the farm-wide 
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ambient wind field. The performance of control algorithms may then be derived from OpenFAST 
outputs from each individual turbine. 

• Mid-fidelity modelling provides a tremendous decrease in computational time compared to 
high-fidelity modelling (CFD, 3D finite-element modelling). Still, simulations require one 
instance of OpenFAST per turbine, so parallel computing has to be used. Efficient solutions 
using cloud computing will be explored.  

• While runtime efficiency has been a focus during the development of FAST.Farm, the 
efficiency of preliminary work providing the necessary inputs has received less 
attention.  In particular, the wind farm-wide ambient wind field input is currently provided 
by high-fidelity modelling whenever acceptable accuracy is sought. The corresponding 
resource required is exceedingly large, which limits the practical number of simulated 
cases. The WATEREYE project will contribute to the development of a mid-fidelity solution, 
based on that currently used for individual turbines.  

5.2.1.2 Long-term simulations 

Time-domain engineering tools such as FAST.Farm are appropriate for simulation times of up to 
3 hours. To assess the efficiency of control strategies on the long run, a joint distribution of wind 
field- and sea-state-specific parameters is typically used in combination with short-term time-
domain simulations for each parameter combination. Fatigue life may then be estimated using 
rainflow counting and load-cycle (S/N) curves. The effect of corrosion may be incorporated in 
these S/N curves.  

The number of parameters (wind speed, wind direction, turbulence intensity, significant wave 
height, peak period, swell intensity and direction, current speed and direction…) in the joint 
distribution will first depend on available data. Typically, only wind speed, significant wave height 
and wave peak period are considered. In this case, it is reasonable to run short-term simulations 
for each parameter combination. If the parameter dimension becomes larger, this is not feasible 
anymore and alternative techniques should be considered. Surrogate modelling (a branch of 
machine learning) is one of them. Using a minimal set of computationally expensive time-domain 
simulations, a much more computationally efficient surrogate model may be built and used instead 
of the original model. The structure of this surrogate model may be chosen for its uncertainty 
propagation properties, which is particularly relevant when the output quantity of interest is the 
probability of failure of a possibly corroded structural component. Surrogate modelling will 
therefore be looked at in the WATEREYE project for probabilistic control design and analysis.  

As an efficient alternative, frequency-domain modelling may be used. A parameter-varying linear 
model may be combined with the parameter joint distribution to derive the long-term spectral 
response in the frequency domain. Using offshore structures-dedicated frequency-domain 
techniques (from the literature) for rainflow counting, the fatigue life may then be derived as with 
the above-described time-domain method. STAS (introduced in Section 4.1) is such a frequency-
domain model and will be further developed to output the probability of failure (mid-term) and rest 
of usable lifetime (long-term) of possibly corroded structural components. 
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The long-term simulations provide estimations of the remaining useful lifetime for the applied 
control strategy in the simulated scenario. The simulations are extrapolated to longer time intervals 
than 3-hours assuming a number of storm scenarios disrupting normal operation. These results 
are input to the co-optimization of WF control and O&M planning.  

Scenario 1: Normal operation 

Wind condition is within the design specification, i.e. the inflow wind speed to the wind farm lies 
between cut-in and cut-out wind speed of the turbines with normal variation. Wind speed and 
turbulence intensity for the first row of wind turbines are defined. The normal wind conditions are 
chosen according to the design load cases for power production specified in the international 
standard IEC 61400-1 (2019). 

The initial fatigue status of individual wind turbines is varied. The accumulated fatigue of turbines 
at different locations in the WF is evaluated for this scenario to compare different control strategies, 
or their tunings, respectively. 

Scenario 2: Storm 

A storm is simulated with elevated wind speed and turbulence intensity. The initial fatigue status 
of individual wind turbines is varied. Shutdown of wind turbines where excessive wind speeds 
occur may be included. The extreme wind conditions are chosen according to the design load 
cases for power production specified in the international standard IEC 61400-1 (2019). 

Additional degradation in this scenario compared to the normal operation is evaluated for different 
control strategies and/or tunings. 

5.2.2 O&M planning scenarios 

This section specifies some high-level scenarios for O&M planning decisions (as described in 
Section 2.2.2.2) that can be used for testing methods for maintenance scheduling on the reference 
wind farm (see Section 4.2).  

Scenario 1: Inspection campaign 

The corrosion sensing and prognostics solution is indicating that the condition is deteriorating 
more rapidly than expected for several turbines, and there is a concern that there could be similar 
issues also for other turbines. An extensive inspection campaign is therefore being planned to 
better verify the corrosion status and identify the most suitable mitigating measures. The problems 
in this scenario are to decide i) how many and which turbines should be included in the campaign, 
and ii) how the turbines scheduled for inspection should be operated until inspection has been 
carried out. 

Scenario 2: Inspection campaign after a storm 

After a period of adverse weather conditions, there are 10 turbines that are down due to minor 
failures or alarms that have not been brought back in an operating state since they could not be 
visited by technicians. At the same time, an extensive inspection campaign has to be planned as 
described in scenario 1 above. In addition to the problems described above, an additional problem 
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in this scenario is to decide iii) how should one prioritize to allocate maintenance resources to the 
inspection campaign vs. corrective maintenance for the turbines that are down. 
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